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Raising Your 
Cyber Resilience

TAKE ACTION
Despite the growing threat, not all organizations are 

protecting themselves adequately. Some wait until 

they’re featured in the news as the latest victims of a 

security breach before they take action. Others have 

the basics covered, but don’t know they’re vulnerable 

in other areas. We believe the first step is a proactive 

attitude: understanding that security is crucial to your 

organization. 

AGAINST CYBERCRIMINALS
It is important to take action now: building defenses 

against cybercriminals who are constantly innovating. 

Protecting yourself against the risks that come with 

complex technology. Your organization might not have 

the necessary security knowledge or expertise. This is 

where Secura can help you.

SAFER DIGITAL WORLD
Secura helps organizations from all over the world to 

protect themselves. Our international security team is 

committed to help you identify and reduce your digital 

security risks. Our consultants use the latest test and 

assessment techniques for IT, OT and IoT systems. We 

want to make the digital world safer for everybody. We 

care about your security. That’s why we want to help you 

raise your cyber resilience.

With new technologies come new risks to your cybersecurity. Identifying 
and minimizing these risks is more critical than ever. Safeguard your digital 
assets. Experience peace of  mind and stay ahead of  adversaries by 
raising your cyber resilience.



Secura helps you to protect your organization against cybercrime. Our services help you 

gain control of  your security, give you peace of  mind and build trust with your stakeholders. 

It is our mission to assist you by:

 

 

We believe in an integrated approach to cybersecurity. People, process and technology 

are all part of  the solution. 

The human factor is essential in 

protecting your organization and 

its digital assets. Secura offers an 

awareness program and different 

training courses to raise the cyber 

resilience of your employees. 

TECHNOLOGYPROCESS 
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INTEGRATED APPROACH TO CYBERSECURITY

Your IT, IoT and OT systems 

and products need to be secure. 

Secura’s security specialists test 

and assess your security from A 

to Z, according to international 

standards and control frameworks.

Governance, policies and assurance 

are crucial to organizing cybersecurity. 

Secura’s advisory team can help you 

with the implementation and audit of 

your security processes, systems, 

offices and vendors. 

A  B U R E A U  V E R I TA S  C O M PA N Y

Since 2021, Secura is a Bureau Veritas 

company. Bureau Veritas (BV) is a publicly 

listed company that specializes in testing, 

inspection and certification. BV was founded 

in 1828, has over 80.000 employees and 

is active in 140 countries. Secura is the 

cornerstone of the cybersecurity strategy of 

Bureau Veritas.

BUREAU VERITAS



OUR SERVICES
Our services are designed to help you raise cyber resilience in all the aspects of  your 

organization. 

Phishing
Social Engineering
eLearning
Training
Security Behavior Review
SAFE Program (Behavior) 

Security Maturity Review
Audit & Assurance
Vendor Assessment
Tabletop Crisis Management
IT / OT Assessment 
Security Management 

Vulnerability Assessment / 
Penetration Testing (VAPT)
Design Review 
Threat Modeling 
SIEM / SOC Testing
External Attack Surface 
Assessment 

Site Assessment
NIS2 Compliance
Threat Modeling
Industrial VAPT
OT Cyber FAT / SAT

Consumer products
Industrial IOT products
Medical devices 
Automotive
Common Criteria / BSPA

Audit, testing & certification for:

Ransomware Resilience Assessment
Red Teaming
Digital Forensics & Incident Response 

Security Advisory 
CISO-as-a-Service
Secura CyberCare
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SAFE PROGRAM (BEHAVIOR)
Your employees probably know their behavior 

impacts the security of your organization. But do 

they act accordingly? Our SAFE program bridges 

the gap between awareness and behavior. Its 

goal is to achieve behavioral change, with one or 

two-year behavior programs. Our psychologists 

and security specialists work together to offer you 

e-learnings, phishing simulations or assessments 

with focus groups.  

 
RANSOMWARE RESILIENCE 
ASSESSMENT
How vulnerable is your organization when it 

comes to ransomware? There are a lot of factors 

at play here. Our Ransomware Resilience service 

assesses the resilience of the people, processes, 

and technology in your organization. For instance: 

we test the awareness of your employees with a 

controlled phishing attack. We assess the security 

maturity level of your processes, and test your 

technology with an IT or OT pentest. The final 

report helps you raise your resilience against 

ransomware.

 
VULNERABILITY 
ASSESSMENT/PENETRATION 
TESTING (VAPT)
Does the security of your application or internal 

system have weaknesses? You want to know 

about these before malicious actors can use 

them against you. A Vulnerability Assessment 

or Pentest (VA/PT) helps you find vulnerabilities 

in your applications, internal networks, wireless 

technologies, cloud services and OT environments. 

Our pentesting team consists of over 60 highly 

qualified specialists. 

RED TEAMING
Can your organization withstand a digital attack? 

There is only one way to test this: by performing 

an attack as a malicious attacker would, using 

real world tactics, techniques and procedures 

(TTPs). Secura’s Red Teaming service tests 

your defenders’ capability to detect, respond to 

and mitigate attacks in a realistic setting. Our 

specialists use different kinds of attacks – like 

social engineering and exploiting technical 

vulnerabilities – to find unknown weaknesses and 

to train your defenders.

Security Advisory 
CISO-as-a-Service
Secura CyberCare
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WHY CHOOSE SECURA?

OVER 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
Digital security is an complex and quickly changing field, a constant struggle 
between digital intruders and defenders. Secura has over 20 years’ experience 
in this field, we are constantly adapting and succeeding. 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
Our consultants spend a significant amount of time on R&D. Secura also 
collaborates with academic researchers. For instance with researchers and 
internship students from Radboud University, the Technical Universities of 
Eindhoven and Delft and other top-tier academic institutions.

HIGH CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Our customers rate our services highly. In 2022, our average NPS score 
was 8.5. Our reports contain clear management information with precise 
assessments and useful recommendations. This means you can take 
immediate action to raise your cyber resilience.
 
INDEPENDENCE
Secura is an independent security assessor. Virtually all other companies that 
provide security testing and audit services are also accountants, or partner 
with product vendors. We value our independence. It means you can trust the 
results of our tests completely: we don’t have a hidden agenda.

TRUSTED PARTNER
Our team of experts prioritize customers’ needs to help them take a proactive 
approach towards cybersecurity. Our expertise, experience and critical thinking 
has been valued by customers across many sectors over many years.

      OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH SECURA    
PROVIDES NS WITH EXCELLENT       
CYBERSECURITY EXPERTISE’’

Many digital security companies operate in Europe, but only a few of  them can be 

considered true experts. What makes Secura so unique?

EXCELLENCE

Onno Wierbos, NS (Dutch Railways)

‘‘



INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
Our aim to make security visible and comparable. That is why we follow international standards 
where we can. For instance: OWASP Application Security Testing Guide. This means you know with 
which level a system or security test complies. 

CERTIFIED SERVICES
We are proud of our wide ranging certifications. For instance:
• CREST: We are accredited for pentesting and vulnerability assessments by CREST.
• CCV: We were the first company to receive the Dutch ‘CCV-keurmerk Pentesten’ certification.
• Common Criteria: Our product security lab is accredited by Common Criteria.
• BSPA: Secura is one of a few companies accredited by the Dutch government for the BSPA 

(Baseline Security Product Assessment) scheme. 
• ISO: Secura is ISO 9001:2015 and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified.

 

 
GLOBAL TIES
Cybercrime is a global problem, which is why we believe in strong international cooperation. This is 
reflected in our hiring policy: we employ experts from over 25 different countries and can therefore 
provide support in various languages. We are also part of several partnerships: European Cyber 
Security Organization (ECSO), on European level, and Cyberveilig Nederland, on national level. 

MARKET EXPERTISE

HIGH QUALITY

Cybersecurity affects us all. However, certain sectors require specific expertise to ensure your cybersecurity is approached 
in the most efficient, effective and safe way. Our experts have built-up experience within these markets, and share 
knowledge across markets as well to -learn from each other.
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ARE YOU READY 
TO RAISE YOUR  
CYBER RESILIENCE?


